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Summary 

This is a cushion designed to hold my lute while I put it down to play another 
instrument, or to sing without playing an instrument. I sometimes play several 
different instruments within a musical set, and sometimes only play lute or guitar 
once or twice. For my guitars, I use an upright, portable and foldable stand, so that I 
can easily put the guitar down when playing percussion, or singing. The body of the 
lute, however, is much wider than a guitar, due to its curved back, and it is much 
shorter – and also has a bent neck. These factors make it impossible to use a stand 
designed for a guitar as a lute stand. 

I started by looking for any information, either in period writings or paintings, 
which showed what lute-players did with their lutes when not playing them. I found 
many pictures of lute-players using a velvet-covered table as a way to prop the lute 
while playing, and one painting with a lute-case on the wall, but absolutely no 
indication of what a lutenist did with the lute between sets or instruments. I looked 
in lute method books of the period, and modern ones, and found much helpful 
information about cleaning and caring – but no information about a lute rest.  

I did notice that many modern professional lute players place their 
instruments strings-down on to a soft cloth when they switch instruments during a 
performance. I am not completely convinced that I wish to place my lute strings-
down all the time, and so I decided to create a cushion, sized to my lute, with one 
side flat, to put my lute strings-down, and the other side shaped to my lute, to hold it 
steady.  

A professional musician might have used this cushion during a performance, 
but, as we do not have record of women as professional musicians, it would not have 
been used in period in the same way that I intend to do. Noble women in the 
sixteenth century were encouraged to play lute as part of their courtly 
accomplishments, but a cushion to hold the lute would most likely have been kept in 
either a boudoir or a music room.  

Both the lute design and the repertoire I play on it are from the sixteenth 
century, and so I looked for fabrics that would have been available in countries in 
which the eight-course lute was popular, which include Italy, France, England, and 
the Low Countries. I looked for images of cushions from those places, as well. Most 
of the paintings of cushions that I found from the 15th and 16th centuries depicted 
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cushions of velvet and/or some form of brocade, so I decided that I would make my 
lute rest cushion from those materials. With very few exceptions, almost every single 
cushion had tassels at the corners, and so I added tassels to the design. The shaped 
interior is created from layers of pulped cotton moving blankets. Felted wool would 
have been much more likely than cotton to be used as filling for a cushion that 
required shaping, but as I had these natural fiber materials on hand, I elected to be 
kind to my budget.  

I chose to use brocade for the shaped side of the cushion, and velvet for the side 
that would receive the strings directly. I did this because the velvet is slightly softer, 
due to the pile of the weave, and would place less pressure on the lute’s strings. In 
paintings of cushions, and of tables covered with velvet or carpet used to prop the 
lute, I saw the colors red, green, black, and gold, both of velvet and of brocade. I 
chose to use black cotton velvet, and a red brocade with golden-yellow figures. The 
brocade is a synthetic silk, which I chose as practical due to both wear and budget, 
and the pomegranate pattern is similar to many Italian brocades of the 16th century.  

I used both a standard sewing machine and a serger to secure the seams of the 
cushion, as I expect it will receive a fair amount of wear. While this was not, clearly, a 
method used in period, I do not trust my hand-sewing skills to create a sturdy 
enough seam to stand up to the demands that I anticipate will be placed on this 
cushion.  

I will more than likely design and create another cushion similar this, as I have just 
happily obtained another lute! While both of these are tenor, or G, lutes, they are 
slightly different sizes, and so the cushions will not be interchangeable. My skill set in 
creating this is somewhat limited - I realized as I was sewing it that the last time I 
made a pillow was for a seventh-grade Home Ec class – so I hope that the next one 
will be more skillfully put together. (…for example: making sure that the tassels are 
attached evenly…) However, I feel that this cushion is a good balance between the 
practical purpose for which it was created, and adherence to period materials, 
colors, and shape. If I find information about how it can be made in a more period 
manner, within practicality of my budget, skills, and materials available, before I 
create the next one, I will most certainly apply it to the new cushion.  
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Research 

This is a cushion, fitted to my specific lute, which will be placed on the floor 
next to my chair as I am playing. The velvet side is flat from top to bottom, so that I 
can lay my lute strings-down on the cushion while I play another instrument. The 
brocade side has two areas that are shaped to hold my lute steady when I put it 
down strings-up: a small rectangular cut-out at the top, for my peg-board, and a 
bowl-shaped section toward the bottom, to hold the rounded body of the lute. It is 
filled with twelve layers of felted cotton, cut to fit the shape of the pegboard and 
back of my lute.  

 
I play both guitar and lute, and the structural differences between the two are 

the primary reason for the necessity of this project. I own many different guitars and 
guitar stands, and even own a “lutar” – a classical guitar made with a bowed back 
like a lute. My lutar will fit in some guitar stands that I have, but my lute will not. The 
primary difference between the two is not the bowed back, but the length of the 
neck and the pegboard.  

 
Guitars and lutes are both generally accepted to have developed from the 

oud, a fretless, bowl-backed string instrument with a bent pegboard, originating in 
Northern Africa and Southern Central Asia. 1 As Europeans began to trade with 
regions east of them, they brought back the oud, and it became very popular. 
Various regions gradually adapted the instrument to fit Western music, and over 
time, frets were added to turn the “al-ud” into the lute, and “by the fourteenth 
century lutes in central and and northern Europe were clearly different from the uds 
seen in thirteenth-century Spanish iconography.” 2 (see figure 1) In the Iberian 
peninsula, some variations developed a flat back and a waist in addition to frets, and 
became what is widely recognized as the earliest distinguishable guitar, the “guitarra 
latina,” also sometimes called a gittern. (see figure 2) In addition to the frets and the 
body shape, the later guitarra latina had a short pegboard, sometimes found with 
the tuning pegs behind, rather than beside, the pegboard. 

                                                
1 Spring, Matthew, The Lute in Britain: A History of the Instrument and its Music, (New York:  

Oxford University Press, 2001) 1-5.  
2 Spring, 7.  
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Figure 1: Cantigas de Santa Maria                                                                 Figure 2: Portrait of Giovanni Filoteo Achillini                                                    
(1221-1284)                                                                                                       Marcantonio Raimonti, c. 1505                                                         

While the guitarra Latina evolved to have a flat back, the lute retained the 
bowl-shaped body of the oud. This shape creates the soft, slightly haunting sound 
that is characteristic of both the lute and the oud – and creates a logistical problem 
for players of both instruments of how exactly to hold the instrument.  

Method books and paintings of the time discuss and show using tables to 
steady the lute, using it as both a surface on which to prop the body of the lute, and 
as an area of resistance against which to balance the instrument. There is fairly clear 
evidence of how lute players in period held their lutes to play (figures 3 and 4), but 
very little about how a lute was stored, either long-term or short-term. There are 
lute cases, which have been reproduced for modern use (figures 5 and 6), but 
nothing resembling a modern instrument rest. 

                  

                 Figure 3: The Lute Player, Theodoor Rombouts, 1637            Figure 4: Veneto, Lady Playing a lute, c. 1530     
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Figure 5: Three Female Musicians, detail;                   Figure 6: A modern reproduction of lute case from paintings                 
Master of the Female Half-Lengths, c. 1530;                                                                                                                                             
a lute case hangs on the wall 

Most lutenists would have played only lute, but the lute, like the recorder, had 
several different voicings, which allowed for easy transposition as needed. A 
professional lutenist would have had, in addition to the most popular G or tenor lute, 
a soprano, alto and/or bass lute, usually in A, E, and D, respectively.3 This array 
would have required a musician to have a place to put the lutes when not being 
played, which kept them both relatively safe and accessible. Figure 7 shows a 
musician with a haphazard pile of instruments, including a lute, at his feet as he plays 
a theorbo.  In figures 8 and 9 musicians are playing for gatherings, but no indication 
is given of what they will do between sets, or if changing instruments.  

            

Figure 7: The Five Senses, detail                      Figure 8: Funeral Portrait of                         Figure 9: Le Bal des noces du duc de                                                                                 
Theodoor Rombouts, 1632                                 Henry Unton, detail   c. 1596                                  Joyeuse, detail,  1581  

The problem of what to do with an instrument when not playing it is, of 
course, not limited to lutes, although their shape does present unique problems. I 
                                                
3 Spring, 47-49.  
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have noticed that several lutenists I know keep a soft cloth next to their music stand, 
to lay their lute down on its strings when it is not being played. I was a bit taken 
aback the first time I saw this, as guitars and members of the violin family would 
never be put down in that way.  

As I considered it, however, I realized that, as the lute is considerably lighter 
than guitar,4 as well as much shorter, it is, in many ways, more practical to put the 
lute down on its strings. I have certainly seen guitarists place a guitar on the floor 
strings up, though if there is anyone trying to move around, it takes up considerable 
floor space, and makes everyone nervous! However, most guitarists prefer to place 
their guitars in an upright stand, well out of the way of possible feet.  Lutes, being 
both lighter and shorter, can withstand being placed on their strings. In addition to 
being lighter weight, the end of a lute’s pegboard is squared off, and does provide 
some stability to a lute placed on its back. Even taking all of this into account, I 
determined that I would feel much more comfortable placing my lute on a cushion 
than either taking the time to place the instrument in its case, or simply placing it on 
the floor.  

The specific lute I play has eight courses: seven double courses and a single 
top course, or chanterelle. Repertoire for the lute was written almost solely for a six-
course lute at the beginning of the sixteenth century, and the six-course remained 
prevalent in Italy, France, England, and the Low Countries until very late in the 
century. I am placing my cushion toward the end of the sixteenth century, most likely 
after the publication of John Dowland’s First Book of Ayres in 1597, as that is one of 
the first publications to include lute music for more than six courses. I am focusing 
on Italy and England as the most likely regions for this; Italy because of the 
notational style of my intabulation, and England because most of the repertoire I 
play is English. 

                                                
4 Most lutes weigh, ideally, about 1.5 pounds, whereas a classical guitar typically weighs around 3 pounds, and 
acoustic and electric guitars weigh considerably more. 
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Noble and royal women of the sixteenth century were encouraged to play lute 
in a courtly setting5 6, and there are many paintings of women playing lute. However, 
all of these are painted in a music room or some other private room. A woman may 
have played lute for her family, or possibly even for court, but it is unlikely that she 
would have played more than one piece.7 Queen Elizabeth had a portrait painted of 
her by Nicholas Hilliard in which she plays lute, but she was not known for playing 
either lute or virginals for an audience. 8 9  

 

Figure 10: Portait of Queen Elizabeth 1, Nicholas Hilliard, 1580                                                                                                               
Queen Elizabeth plays a tenor lute, demonstrating her skill by playing the difficult A chord 

A professional musician who would have needed to rest his lute would most 
likely have been a man, though a noble or royal female lute player would have found 
this cushion useful in the music room. In considering this lute rest, I first looked to 
find any written or pictorial evidence of what any lute player did with their lute when 
not actively playing it. The young man in Figure 11 enjoying a drink has placed his 
lute with strings down on the table. In The Ambassadors by Holbein (figure 12), the 
lute, with its broken string, and precariously balanced on its pegboard, is regarded as 
symbolic of diplomatic or religious discord.10 It is very realistically painted, and the 
lute can, of course, be placed on a table in that way – but a small jostle would knock 

                                                
5 Anthony Newcomb, The Madrigal at Ferrara 1579-1597, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1980) 53-55.  
6 Jennifer Rae McDermott, “‘The Melodie of Heaven’: Sermonizing the Open Ear in Early Modern England,” In 
Religion and the Senses in Early Modern Europe, Weitse de Boer and Christine Göttler. Brill, 2013: 180. 
7 Newcomb, 57-60. 
8 Linda Phyllis Austern, “Women’s Musical Voices in Sixteenth-Century England,” 
Early Modern Women: An Interdisciplinary Journal 3 (2008): 127-152, 137.  
9 Katherine Butler, “‘By Instruments her Powers Appeare’’: Music and Authority in the Reign of Queen Elizabeth I,”

 

Renaissance Quarterly 65 (2012): 353–84, 354. 
10 Giovanni Garcia-Fenech,“A Closer Look at Hans Holbein’s The Ambassadors,” Artstor, accessed  

February 12, 2020. 
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the lute over.  The sole picture I found of a woman with a resting lute, in Figure 13, is 
far out of SCA period – and is titled, tellingly, The Neglected Lute.11  

                  
Figure 11: Boy with a Glass                 Figure 12: Detail from The Ambassadors              Figure 13: Detail from The Neglected Lute       
and a Lute, Frans Hals, 1626             Hans Holbein the Younger, 1533                            Willem Van Mieris, 1710 

While I did not discover any evidence of a lute rest of any style or design, I did 
find images of cushions that held books, and one that held an armillary sphere. 
Armed with evidence that inanimate items in period were sometimes placed on a 
cushion, I proceeded to take the measurements of my lute, and use them to design a 
thick, flat cushion as seen in figures 17 and 19. 

 

                             
Figure 14: Virgil, Hermann tom Ring                        Figure 15: Albumasar, Hermann tom Ring              Figure 16: Virgin with Child, detail                                                                           
c. 1570                                                                            c. 1585                                                                           Fra Filippino Lippi, c. 1570 

                                                
11 This picture, while Baroque rather than Renaissance, gives a clue about one way to secure lutes while playing: 
there is a string across the back of the lute, with two loops for securing the lute to her clothing.  
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Figure 17: St. Luke Drawing the Virgin, detail    Figure 18: Madonna of Chancellor Rolin, detail                      Figure 19: The Virgin and Child, detail    
Rogier van der Weyden c. 1435-1440                        Jan van Eyk, c. 1435                                                                Dirk Bouts, c. 1465                             

 Once I decided on the design, I carefully took measurements of my lute to 
make sure the cushion would fit. (figure 20) After drafting the pattern (figure 20 & 
21), I looked at fabrics to see what was appropriate for the period of my lute. As my 
lute would have been used in the second half of the 16th century, and likely in Italy or 
England, I looked at both The Tudor Tailor and Dressing Renaissance Florence to see 
what they said about the fabrics I seemed to be seeing in paintings of cushions. 
While silk velvet would have been my first choice, my budget allowed for - cotton 
velvet. Similarly, I would have preferred the sumptuous velvet brocades of red with 
gold figures, as in figure 19, but what I could obtain was a red and gold synthetic 
damask. The cushion in figure 19 was made with velvet and brocade, and I enjoyed 
that textural combination, so I chose black velvet to contrast with red and gold 
brocade. 

                               

                                         Figure 20                                                              Figure 21 

�������� ����S[�6DLQWB/XNHB'UDZLQJBWKHB9LUJLQB0)$B%RVWRQ�MSJ������ð�����

KWWSV���XSORDG�ZLNLPHGLD�RUJ�ZLNLSHGLD�FRPPRQV�WKXPE����H�6DLQWB/XNHB'UDZLQJBWKHB9LUJLQB0)$B%RVWRQ�MSJ�����S[�6DLQWB/XNHB'UDZLQJBWKHB9LUJLQB0)$B%« ���

Statements

instance of

painting
0 references

ex-voto

English

Madonna of Chancellor Rolin
No description defined

The Virgin of Chancellor Rolin

Spanish

Virgen del canciller Rolin

siglo XIII al XV

Traditional Chinese

肜ྮ膏嬄य़ᛒ

No description defined

Chinese

No label defined

No description defined

In more languages

All entered languages

https://m.wikidata.org/wiki/Q1516449#/media/File%3AVirgin_with_Chancellor_Rolin_Luber.jpg 2/20/20, 1:19 PM
Page 1 of 2

https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/paintings/dirk-bouts-the-virgin-and-child 2/9/20, 8:05 PM
Page 1 of 1
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 The pattern of the brocade is a variation of a pomegranate, fitting the pattern 
of Structure II in figure 22. The pomegranate motif “held its own for over a century 
and a half as the most important textile design in production – naturally, though with 
variations.”12 The pattern of my brocade is similar to that depicted in the painting of 
figure 23, though my brocade has more dimension to it, and reads more modern.   

         

Figure 22: Some variations on the Pomegranate Motif.13 

 

Figure 23: Portrait of a Conduttiero, Giovanni Bellini                                                                                                           
c. 1480 

 A woman who played lute would have been wealthy, if not noble or royal, and would 
likely have chosen fabrics for clothing as well as furnishings that reflected wealth. Fabric was 
dyed black with expensive, caustic dye in Elizabethan England,14 and considered very 
fashionable among nobility. In Italy, black was associated with “wealth and refinement” after 
the marriage in 1473 of Leonora of Aragon and Ercole d’Este of Ferrara.15 Red, according to 
                                                
12 Fanelli, 194.  
13 Rosalia Bonito Fanelli, “The Pomegranate Pattern in Italian Renaissance Textiles:  Origins and Influence,” Textile 
Society of America Symposium Proceedings, (1994), 203.  
14 Ninya Mikhaila and Jane Malcom-Davies, The Tudor Tailor, Hollywood: Quite Specific Media Group, 2006, 40-   
     42. 
15 Carole Collier Frick, Dressing Renaissance Florence, (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University  

Press, 2002), 175. 
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Frick, was “by far the favored hue of the clothing” of the Italian region, and was also one of the 
staple colors of Tudor English wardrobes.  

 The filling for the cushion is many layers of felted cotton moving blankets, cut to fit my 
lute. These are actually moving blankets, but are similar to the cotton or wool wadding that was 
used to pad and shape sixteenth-century clothing.16 I sewed the layers together to secure the 
shape and prevent inner shifting, and did my best to fit the cover as tightly as possible. 

 

 

Figure 24: inner layers of the lute cushion 

 This cushion does what I need it to do, and will work well for me to switch instruments 
during a performance. When I make my next lute cushion, I would like to make it a tiny bit 
thicker – perhaps four layers – to give the bowl of the lute a bit more support. The pegboard 
slot holds the pegboard quite well, and might not work as effectively if it were any deeper, so I 
will have to determine a compromise that will meet the need of both ends. I will still use cotton 
velvet, but may see if I can find some velvet brocade with a more sixteenth-century pattern, 
and I may choose some different colors. 

 

 
 

                                                
 
16 Mikhaila, 96. 
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